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PREFACE

The metric system of measurement is working its way into all aspects

of American life: sports, schools, health care, gasoline pumps, wine and

liquor, manufacturing, weather reports, and soft drink bottles. The U.S.

Metric Board was established to assist individuals, groups, governments,

companies, and others who voluntarily choose to convert to using the metric

system. One of their missions is research on how conversion to metric

occurs and what its effects are on those who convert and on the nation.

Over the last decade, the effects of metric conversion on small busi-

nesses has bt i the subject of controversy, concern,ana conjecture.

Enthusiasts for metric argue that conversion would benefit small businesses

in two ways. It would expand their markets -- especially export markets.

It would also improve business by making production processes more rational.

Dissenters argue that conversion is unnecessary and possibly harmful to

the large majority of the nation's small businesses. They see the primary

benefits of conversion going to the large corporations -- especially the

multi-national corporations.

Against this backdrop of controversy, the U.S. Metric Board is ful-

filling its statutory mission to find out what happens to small businesses

when they convert. This is the second U.S. Metric Board sponsored study of

small business. The first project was a ground breaking survey of metric

activities and attitudes in small businesses. This study was designed to

move beyond the atomic data of the survey to develop holistic, detailed

accounts of conversion. lhe plan was to locate a few small businesses

which had made substantial investment in converting to metric. Substantial

investment would provide the context for detailed accounts of the costs,

benefits, anticipations, problems, and opportunities and results of small

business conversions. Part of the plan involved studying a constellation of

suppliers and customers of the key small companies. The constellation would

extend the holistic analysis outside the key companies and reveal external

causes and effects of conversion.

In the first stages of the project the team sought contacts with small

businesses for two purposes: (a) to improve the analytical plan through



discussions with successful converters and (b) to locate possible key

companies for in-depth analysis. As difficulties arose in locating

successful converters and key companies, the search changed. This report

recounts how the search progressed and what was found.

The search was revealing and highly productive in an unexpected way.

Very few companies qualify for in-depth analysis. However, talking to over

1100 companies revealed a fascinating policy-rich portrait of metric prod-

uction bv Americl's small businesses.

Several people were instrumental to the work. Marcy Carnavan and

Kathryn Rucker contacted many of the 1100 businesses. Teresa Gorman, Lisa

Heinz, Andrea Coolidge, Silvia Marinilli, and Grant Prillaman assisted through-

out the project. Terry Saunders Parsons was responsible for administration;

Bernice Mann produced the report. At the U.S. Metric Board, Gene Visco,

Ed McEvoy and Stan Parent were enthusiastic, attentive patrons ever helpful

in guiding us through this difficult task. David Freund of USMB helped us

find our way through the USMB information files. Mary Foote of Damans

Associates was particularly helpful in establishing contacts with respon-

dents to the first small business study, Bruce Kirchoff and Bruce Phillips

of the Small Business Administration (SBA), Charles Thiel of the Federal

Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), David Goldman of the National Bureau

of Standards (NBS), G. Patrick Johnson of the National Science Foundation

(NSF), and David Gorin of the American National Metric Council (ANMC) gave

indispensable assistance during the search,

I
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SUMMARY

General Finding

There is a widespread capability among the nation's small businesses to

produce metric products. However, the investment and extent of conversion

for most small businesses is very small and unimportant. Developing a metric

capability is seen by most businesses as a routine, unexceptional, necessary

cost of doing business. Conversion to metric by small businesses is usually

the result of demands from existing customers -- expecially large

corporations. Few small businesses have converted to increase foreign sales.

The capability developed by small businesses to produce metric products is

widespread bL shallow. Unusual or big demands for metric products are

likely to be difficult for most small businesses to handle with present

capabilities.

Search and Strategy

These conclusions are derived from contacts with 1,161 businesses --

small businesses (868) and the large businesses they supply (293). The

purpose of these contacts was to locate a few small businesses for in-depth

analysis of the costs, benefits, problems, and opportunities posed by

conversion to the metric system. To find small businesses with sufficient

activity to warrant extensive analysis of costs and benefits, the study

concentrated on small businesses that had made substantial investments in

converting to metric. Following the results of previous research and the

advice of experts, the study team searched among small manufacturers for

manufacturers of hard metric products; they would 'be most likely to make

substantial investments in conversion since they would be purchasing new

production equipment to incorporate metric dimensions. The focus on

substantial investments eliminated over 90% of small businecses -- wholesale

trade, retail trade, service, and other types of companies.

The search strategy was evolutionary and convergent. In looking for

substantial investors in metric conversion, many sources were used: the

metric literature, trade press, trade nd husiness associations, informed

observers, large corporations, and companies contacted in previous USMB

research. A comprehensive and intensive search was made of the industrial

base of Pennsylvania and Maryland -- states with many, diverse industries.
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Number and Investments of Metric Small Businesses

From this directed search for small businesses making substantial

investments in metric conversion, only a handful of companies (a) considered

their investment substantial, and (b) spent over $10,000 in converting to

metric. Specifically:

* Three companies spent over $10,000 on conversion and considered the
investment substantial; another four spent over $10,000 but did not
see the investment as substantial. These seven represent less than
1% of all the small businesses contacted -- less than 3% of all the
metric producing small businesses contacted.

* Three of every ten small businesses contacted made hard metric
products. Most of these companies made insubstantial investments
in conversion -- by their own estimate and in tp'ms of ,he $10,000
threshold. Several companies had always produceQ metric product-.

e The other seven out of every ten small businesses contacted

continue to produce using only customary dimensions.

Findings on the Conversion Process

In the course of contacting these 1,100 companies, a number of

interesting and important findings concerning conversion emerged:

* Most small businesses convert part of their production to metric
because of customer demands. Usually the customer is a large
corporation that has converted to metric.

* Few cnmp;nies convert more than a very small percentage of their
production to metric.

* Most companies respond to metric requests by converting the request
into customary units and producing it using conventional machines.

* Conversion has cost small businesses very little. Most companies
have spent less than $5,000, often around $1,000, converting to
metric. Low cost electronic dual readouts have made conversion
easy and relatively inexpensive.

* Conversion occurs on the margin. Most businesses dn not shift to
metric all at once. As new machines are ordered or new tools
bought, small businesses purchase tools and machines that can
produce in both metric and customary units. Few make major
purchases solely for metric production.
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9 Conversion to metric is often spurred by the need to repair,
modify, or replace foreign machinery. In a number of industries
such as mining, candy machinery, and electron microscopes, all
machinery is made overseas. To fix this metric machinery, local
suppliers and service companies must begin to deal with metric
dimensions.

e Metric activity is greatest in the machine and fabricated metal
products industries -- industries making products for other
industries. Metric has made few inroads to the highly diffuse
consumer industries, such as food, apparel, leather goods, ind
furniture.

e Lar corporations often assist their small business suppliers in
meetir.g their metric demands. It is in both parties' interests.

* There is little awareness of or interest in sector planning
related to metric conversion. Conversion occurs on an individual
company level; few companies know of others in their area or
their industry that have converted to metric.

The portrait drawn here is one of a widespread but shallow capability

to produce to metric dimensions. How this thin capability, developed

incrementally, would respond to a major surge in the demand for metric

products is unclear.

Interpretation

The importance of small businesses to metric conversion has been

highlighted repeatedly -- in Congressional reports on metric, in the

language of the Metric Act of 1975, in the inclusion of small business

representatives on the U.S. Metric Board, and in the establishment of a

Small Business Advisory Group of the American National Metric Council.

The effect of conversion on small businesses has been a central concern in

the metric debate. To characterize the past decade's debate, at one extreme

stand the metric enthusiasts who see benefits to all in a rapid and complete

shift to metric production. At the other extreme are the hard-line

traditionalists who see little justification for metric conversion -- an

unnecessary, non-competitive waste of resources. This section discusses

the implications of this study's findings for the various issues that

separate these two positions.
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The issues relate to:

* The extent of conversion;
* The cost of conversion;
* The nature of conversion;
* The motivation for conversion;
* The equity of conversion;
* The pace of conversion;
* The future of conversion.

Exhibit 1 illustrates the implications of the study findings on each of

the seven issues. The dart (&) on the scale indicates the pole of the

controversy the findings favor. For example, if the dart is near the

enthusiast position, as in the case of costs, the findings favor the

enthusiasts' interpretation of that particular issue. The findings support

both positions but on different issues. On several issues they come down

close to the middle. The following describes the rationale behind the

position of each of the darts.

Extent of Conversion

The enthusiasts argue that conversion is occurring in all sectors of

the economy. The hardliners argue that metric has seen its heyday -- the

flurry of activity surrounded the passage of the 1975 Act; the level of

activity has remained constant or declined since then. The study's findings

indicate a widespread capability to produce metric products for a wide range

of manufacturing industries. However, these industries are concentrated in

the metals and machinery related manufacturing industries. Many consumer

industries remain customary.

Cost of Conversion

The hardliners argue that the costs of metric conversion would be a

substantial drain on the limited resources of the small business.

Enthusiasts cite the experience of larger companies in stating that the

costs of conversion are much less than most businesses estimate. From the

responses of the 257 metric small businesses, the costs of conversion are

unimportant -- primarily because the extent of conversion is so small. Most

companies feel that a full scale conversion is unnecessary and prohibitively

costly.
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EXHIBIT 1

FINDINGS ON THE ISSUES CONCERNING METRIC CONVERSION AND SMALL BUSINESSES

Issue

ENTHUSIASTS HARD LINERS

Extent of Conversion

Widespread in many industries x . . 0 . . x Moving slowly; few industries

Cost of Conversion

Trivial costs with caution x k. 0 .... x Possible major economic losses

Nature of Conversion

Hard conversion of products x . . . . 0 . . . . x Dual measurement; conventional
and processes in many areas A measurement clearly dominates

Motivation for Conversion

Voluntary search for new x . . .. 0 A x Involuntary conversion forced
markets - home and abroad by demands from larqe coroorat;ons.

Equity of Conversion

All will benefit x .... Q .. . x Multinationals benefit at the
* expense of small businesses.

Pace of Conversion

Rapid and complete x . . . j. .... x Ad-hoc, as needed

Future of Conversion

Complete conversion in x . . . . A. . . . x Limited conversion over the long

the near future term; consumer never converts
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Nature of Conversion

For the enthusiast, conversion to metric implies an extensive and

complete shift of all measurement to metric dimensions; conversion is

adopting a new language. For the hardliners, conversion is more like

bilingualism; metric should be used only when it is asked for. The primary

measurement system in the U.S. is customary and will continue to be so

for the indefinite future. According to the study, conversion most closely

approximates the hardliner position -- few companies have converted more

than a negligible amount of their production to metric. Much of that

production is done using customary units.

Motivation for Conversion

According to the hardliners, the only reason small business will

convert to metric is if it is forced to by government or big business; small

businesses have little interest in export trade -- the key force behind

conversion. Given their view regarding the unnecessary costs of conversion,

hardliners feel conversion would definitely harm small businesses. The

enthusiasts feel small businesses will voluntarily convert when they see

the rest of the industry converting; this would be easiest to accomplish if

there were a plan and a mandate for change. Short of that, the smart small

business person will see the value in converting to improve domestic as well

as export business, according to the enthusiast. The results of the search

indicate that most small businesses do not convert until they are forced to

by the demands of their customers -- usually large businesses. Few of them

are involved or interested in export trade.

Equity of Conversion

The enthusiasts argue that converting small businesses to metric will

benefit all -- large business, consumers, small business -- by improving the

nation's export position. Also, once the initial problems are overcome, the

conversion will make calculations simpler. To the hardliner, the conversion

to metric will benefit big business, especially the multinationals. It will

hurt labor, small business, and the consumer as they absorb the necessary

costs of conversion. The findings on this issue are ambiguous. Conversion

clearly helps large business. However, as it occurs at present -- gradually

and at low cost -- it is not hurting small business, labor, or consumers.
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It is not necessarily benefiting these groups either. Few small businesses

use metric to expand their markets or to rationalize their production

processes. One element promoting equity in conversion has been the

active, albeit self-interested, assistance offered by big businesses to the

small business converter.

Pace of Conversion

The hardliners argue that conversion to metric should be completely

voluntary; in addition, it should be undertaken on an as needed basis, that

is, as needpd by the individual company. The enthusiast would prefer a

mandate for conversion to metric measurement to ease the problems of

transition and reduce inequity. Short of a mandate the enthusiast feels

that the industry should cooperate and plan for conversion. The findings

of this study indicate conversion is occurring on an ad hoc, unplanned basis

as demands from existing customers warrant the conversion. There does not

appear to be a shared image in any of the industries of what the future

holds for metric. There is also little knowledge of what others in the

industry are doing to convert to metric.

The Future of Conversion

The enthusiast sees a metric America in the near future. The pressures

of an all metric world make conversion of the U.S. inevitable. All sectors

of the economy, including consumer gooe-, will convert. Hardliners insist

that America remains powerful in the global economy and therefore will not

be forced to convert to metric by the actions of other nations. The only

ones who will convert are the large multinationals who sell to foreign

customers. At most, according to hardliners, conversion will only occur in

basic and intermediate production, not in consumer goods. Again, the

results are ambiguous on this point. Some contacts see conversion as

inevitable; for others, it was a fad whose time has come and gone. Most of

the conversion has been in basic and intermediate industries -- small as well

as big businesses have made the change. The future -- especially as

reflected in the perceptions of the small business persons contacted -- is

uncertain.
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Policy Implications

The metric debate is typical of one kind of public policy controversy

in which a major action or development is possible. Large and powerful

interests mobilize and take strong positions, but there is a dearth of

solid policy-oriented information. The result is a tendency toward extreme

intransigent positions. The research shows that no extreme is justified.

Conversion is neither as extensive nor as voluntary as enthusiasts would

like to believe. It is not as costly or as inequitable as the hardliners

claimed.

The present polic. f drift has developed a broad but shallow metric

capability among America's manufacturers. This policy has engendered little

cost and few problems for the nation's small businesses. They are managing

quite adequately in the present situation. The policy of drift is not doing

the nation any visible harm. However, it is not doing the nation any good.

Major shifts in the demand for metric products are not likely to be

handled by present capabilities. Forcing such changes through procurement

or government mandate could engender the often cited problems of costs and

inequities. However, without a significant push, the metric capability of

the nation's small businesses may not develop beyond its current state.

While further understanding of the effects on small business of

conversion to metric would be useful, perhaps more in the public interest

would be pursuing positive policy questions such as:

9 Can metric conversion assist the reindustrialization of the
American economy?

* Can accelerated metric conversion develop more extensive and
diversified export trade and better balance of payments?

* Is accelerated metric conversion a potential benefit for the

economic health of the nation?

The fundamental question remains unanswered and ignored. What is the

desired future of metric conversion in the United States?

..
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INTRODUCTION

The metric system of measurement is gaining acceptance in many areas

of American life -- from schools to missiles, from weather reports to liquor

bottles, from pills to gasoline. As the nation adopts the metric system,

problems arise. That is the nature of change. Should there be only one

official measurement system? What about the costs of dual inventories?

What is the effect of conversion to metric on worker job security? On

advancement? On collective bargaining? Who pays for conversion -- The

consumer? The taxpayer? The corporations which convert? How should they

pay? What is voluntary conversion?

These and other issues have been raised in the decade of debate over

metric conversion in the U.S. A matter of intense concern has been the

consequences of conversion for the nation's small businesses. Enthusiasts

of metric conversion argue that metric conversion would be inexpensive

and would open new markets, here and abroad. Enthusiasts argue that conver-

sion should be planned and executed within a definite period, so that no

one will suffer unduly from conversion. Others argue that conversion is

unnecessary for the majority of America's small businesses -- locally

oriented retail and service businesses such as dry cleaners, grocers, gas

stations, plumbers, clothing stores, and cab companies. Antagonists see

metric as most likely to benefit large corporations -- especially multi-

national corporations. Labor, small businesses, and consumers would in effect

subsidize the conversion benefits for these larger corporations. A factor j
in the argument against conversion is the belief that the costs of con-

version are much larger than the enthusiasts admit.

In discharging its statutory responsibility, the U.S. Metric Board

has sponsored research to improve our understanding of the nature ind

effects of metric conversion among small businesses. This is the second

study the USMB has undertaken on this subject. The previous study under-

taken by the Board on this subject was a survey of metric activity and

attitudes amonq small businesses. This study shifts the focus from the

broad survey to developing a detailed understanding of the costs, benefits,
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anticipations, problems, and opportunities and outcomes of conversion. An

accurate picture could be used to develop policies for easing any widespread

big problems of metric conversion.

Before detailed analyses of the conversions of small businesses to

the metric system were developed, the study team wanted to interview

small businesses which had converted to metric. While there are a large num-

ber of small businesses that produce products to metric dimensions, the

study team was looking for a particular type of small business converter --

one that had mzle a substantial investment in converting to metric. A

company with a suostantial investment would be the best subject for an

in-depth analysis of costs and benefits of conversion. By definition,

this meant a small manufacturing firm making hard metric products --

products designed to metric not customary measurements. This report

describes the evolving search for small businesses making substantial

investments in converting to metric, the reasons it took the paths it did,

and what was found at each step.

The results of this search are highly informative for research and

policy. Through contacts with over 1100 companies an image of small business

involvement with metric has emerged that is sharply at odds with previous

interpretations, but consistent with previous findings. The results also

reduce the ambiguity of previous research. The results are not the final

word. They merely report where the nation stands as a result of past

and current policies. The information should stimulate a new interest in

metric policy based on an understanding of how conversion happens and what

effects occur.

The report is organized in two major sections. The Background

section describes the purpose and rationale. A key point in this dis-

cussion is a description of the specific universe contacted and why that

particular slice of the small business community was chosen. The second

Section, Searches, describes the several searches and their outcomes.
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BACKGROUND

The Project Strategy

The research plan was to extend the analysis begun in a previous

survey which covered:

* the level of conversion among small businesses in manufactur-
ing, wholesale, and retail trade construction and trensportation

e factors related to the decision to convert

* the types of assistance sought while converting

* the ways small businesses made their views known
about metric conversion to public policymakers

e views of small businesses on the future of metric
conversion.

That survey, collecting data on 1100 companies around the country, concluded

that a modest but significant amount of metric production had been developed

with few problems as a result of demands from the firm's customers or

suppliers.*

Where the previous survey had yielded atomic or highly discrete data on

the state of metric, the present research would provide integrated, holistic

accounts of conversion experiences. The purposes of this project according

to the USMB solicitation are:

e an assessment of the actual costs and benefits of
conversion experienced by small businesses,

@ a detailed review of the alternative forms of
representation ** (voices or channels) available
to the small business community.

On the issue of costs and benefits, the solicitation further requires the

analysis to:

e determine the direct and indirect, monetary and non-monetary
costs and benefits to selected small businesses and industries
which have converted to the metric system. Of major interest
are conversions to hard metric units, that is, products made
to metric dimensions, with lesser interest in cases of soft
conversion (metric labeling of products made to customery
units). Costs include cost and availability of credit.

Damans and Associates, Survey of Small Businesses: Issues in Metric

Conversion and Planning. Prepared for the U.S. Metric Board,
December, 1980.

** This report covers the search for companies to contact regarding the
costs, benefits, problems, and opportunities of conversion. Research
results on representation have been described in memoranda to the USMB.
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The study team proposed a research plan to meet these goals based on

describing the conversion experiences of clusters of small businesses.

These clusters would consist of:

e a relatively large-size small business which has undergone
hard metrication, and which was not previously involved in
metric-related activities, e.g., not a scientific instrument
supplier;

* from the suppliers to that company, a small business
impacted by the hard metrication;

e on the output side, customers of the company, potentially
or in fact, impacted by hard metrication.

Exhibit 2 shows the cluster concept. For each cluster, the research would

develop: (a) a qualitative description of conversion to metric, including

the way the decision was made, how the conversion-took place, who was

involved, the kinds of problems that occurred, the kind of help sought and

received, and the implications of conversion for the business; and (b)

a quantitative accounting of the costs and benefits of conversion that would

look in depth at the microeconomics of the many decisions that comprise the

conversion to metric production.

Underlying the study approach were several assumptions, including:

* the most likely place to find costs and benefits of conversion
is in most companies producing hard metric products; dual label-
ing (soft conversion) is not likely to involve significant costs
or benefits.

* some businesses have made substantial investments in converting
production to hard metric production.

e these businesses are easily identifiable and numerous;

9 these businesses will be willing to talk in depth and detail
about their conversion experience.

To refine the analytical approach the first step in the plan was to find and

interview several companies which had successfully converted to hard

metric production. At the same time the project team began to look for

companies that might qualify as key companies for in-depth analysis of

clusters of small businesses.

It soon became obvious that the project team overestimated the number of

companies investing in convertinc to metric and the size of their
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EXHIBIT 2

COMPANY ELEMENTS OF AN INTEGRATED ACCOUNT OF A SECTORIAL CONVERSION TO METRIC

SUPPLIER COMPANIES CUSTOMER COMPANIES

~ - KEY SMALL COMPANY
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investment. While the team got valuable information from the people it

talked with, it was unable to find successful converters or to locate

possible key companies easily. As a result the work expanded into an

extensive search. Before describing the searches and the results, it may

help to clarify what the team was looking for.

The Goal

To develop detailed accounts of the conversion experiences of a few

small businesses, it was necessary to locate companies for study.

Several criteria for sorting possible candidates for in-depth analysis were

used. Some criteria -- small, independent -- were given by the nature of

the project -- a study of small businesses. The other criteria

were to ensure the analysis focused on companies likely to have a useful

story to tell. Unless a company has converted from customary to metric and

made a substantial investment -- by its own account as well as the judgement

of the project team -- it is unlikely to have an experience rich enough to

warrant in-depth analysis. As stated in the solicitation, substantial

investments were more likely among small manufacturers of hard metric

products. The following describes the criteria used for locating possible

key companies in more detail:

Small. The research focuses on the effect of conversion to metric on

small businesses. After discussions with the U.S. Metric Board and the

Small Business Administration, 500 employees were chosen as the upper

limit on the size of a small business. Over 95% of all businesses in the

United States have fewer than 500 employees. Some researchers use 100 or

fewer employees as a criterion for small business. The 500-employee

limit made finding small business converters with substantial investments

more likely.

Independence. Based on advice from the U.S. Metric Board staff and

the American National Metric Council (ANMCJ subsidiaries of larger businesses

were not considered as small businesses. In addition, small businesses

which were forced to convert to metric by the BATF decision on liquor and
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wine bottling or by the Department of Defense NATO related purchases were not

investigated. The focus was on the independent small business which chose

to convert to metric. The team deferred contacting small Dusinesses clusely

tied to one large business that had converted to metric. The work plan called

for investigating the effects of a small business's conversion on a small

business supplier and a small business customer. If metric conversion is

solely the result of a large company's demands, it would be more difficult

to carry out Li.. work plan. This aspect of the independence criterion was

relaxed later in the search.

Converted. The project team was interested in companies which had

changed part or all of their operations from using customary measurements

to metric measurements. Companies which had always produced metric prod-

ucts, even if their volume had increased, have fundamentally different

conversion experiences from companies that had switched from all customary

to partial or total metric usage.

Significant investment. To be useful to the analysis, a small business

should have made a substantial investment in converting to metric. To

assess the size of their investment, the project team asked if they thought

the investment was substantial, and if the investment was a significant

corporatp jecision. Where possible, cost estimates were sought. Often,

ball-park figures, such as over $5,000 but less than $10,000, or less than

$50,000 but more than $10,000 were given. There was no fixed idea in the

project team of how large a substantial investment was. Initially $50,000

was chosen as a threshold for a substantial investment in converting to

metric. The most useful comparison is with capital expenditures, since

metric conversion is an investment in production capability. If one assumes

conversion occurs over a 5 year period, $50,000 represents between 4% and 50%

of the average five year capital expenditures for companies in the industries

covered by the search. In the machinery industry, it is 25%; in the rubber

and plastics industry, it is 10%. The reader may want to make an independent

judgement about the appropriate threshold for substantial investment.
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Exhibit 3 shows the number of small business establishments, the total

annual new capital expenditures for all small business establishments, the

average annual new capital expenditures per small establishment, and the

average five year capital expenditures per small business establishment

for each of the major industry groups contacted. The reasons these 11

major industry groups were chosen are explained below (see Exhibit 6,

p. 24).

After contacting a large number of companies in various industries,

it was clear that $jO.000 was far higher than most expenditures. Most

expenditures were running to $1,000. The threshold was lowered to $10,000 --

representing between 0.5% and 10% of an establishment's average five year

expenditures on new capital equipment. It was also a number that seemed

significant to the people contacted.

Investment tied to conversion. The relevant investments for this

analysis are costs of changing over part or all of the company's operations

to the metric system. Continuing costs of running a metric business except

as they differed from the costs of running a conventional business were not

relevant. For example, if an industrial fastener distributor changed part

of its line to metric, the costs of dual inventory would be considered an

investment in converting to metric, as would the costs of converting the

catalogs, educating the personnel, and changing the billing procedures.

However, the costs of the inventory itself would not be considered an

investment because this is a normal, required cost of doing business.

Asking companies whether they had made substantial investments in

converting to metric, the team was careful to ask whether the costs mentioned

were directly related to developing a metric production capability. For

example, many companies have bought new machinery to upgrade their business.

Often this new machinery has dual measurement capability. The machine was

not bought for the metric capability; it was an additional or optional

feature. Thus the cost of the machine should not be considered a metric

expense, only the marginal cost of the metric capability (if there is any such

.... ..... . II.. . ... .... I "1 . ..... .. .. .. "/ ll, ,l- ' I
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EXHIBIT 3

AVERAGE NEW CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS

A. B. C. D.

TOTAL ANNUAL AVERAGE ANNUAL AVERAGE q YEAR

NUMRER OF SMALl NEW CAPITAL NEW CAPITAL NEW CAPITAL

MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUP ESTABLISMENTS EXPENDITURES: EXPENDITURES: EXPENDITURES:

ALL SMALL EST. PER SMALL EST. PER SMALL EST.
(SI,000) (B/A) (C x 5)

PAPER AND ALLIED 6,321 S1,371,800 S217,022 $1,I05,110
PRODUCTS

CHEMICALS AND 11,815 4,432,500 375,158 1,875,740
ALLIED PRODUCTS

RUBBER AND MISC. 11,754 1,127,000 95,882 470,410
PLASTIC PRODUCTS

STONE, CLAY, AND 17,568 1,516,400 86,316 431,580

GLASS PRODUCTS

PRIMARY METAL 6,988 1,212,6OO 173,526 567,630

INDUSTRIFES

FABRICATED METAL 33,322 1,895,600 56,887 2R4,435
PRODUCTS

MACHINERY, EXCEPT 47,460 1,957,000 41,234 206,170
ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL AND 14,248 988,000 69,350 346,750
ELECTRONIC EQUIP.

TRANSPORATION 9,677 596,500 61,641 308,205
EQUIPMENT

INSTRUMENTS AND 7,270 340,100 46,781 233,905

RELATED PRODUCTS

MISCELLANEOUS 17,157 328,000 19,117 95,585

MANUFACTURING

Small establishments refers to those with fewer than 500 employees. The figures

for numbers of companies differ from Exhibit 6 because t1Ie data are from Census.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, !977 Census of Manufacturers (Washington D.C.:

U.S. G.P.O., April 1981): Table 4, General Summary.
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cost). On the other hand, purchases of metric tools and dies are clearly

tied to metric conversion.

Hard metric products. Given the desire for companies which had made

substantial investments in metric, companies which produce goods in customary

dimensions and label them in metric dimensions (soft conversion) were not

included. Companies making products designed to both metric and customary

dimensions (hybrid conversion), were included. Many manufacturers get

orders in metric dimensions (often with conversion factors), convert these

dimensions to customary measurements, produce the products, and label the

products solely in ,netric dimensions. The product is designed to metric

dimensions but produced using customary equivalents of metric dimensions.

The intention was clearly to produce a metric product; in doing so, the

company showed a capability to produce metric products. The fact that the

process is customary does not obscure that fundamental fact. The team incluaed a

product produced in this fashion under hard metric products.

In focusing on hard metric products, the universe was limited to the

portion of small businesses manufacturing products for consumer use or use

by other industries. Concentration on the manufacturing sector (Standard

Industrial Classification Codes 19-39) is supported by the first small

business survey. The three major groups of converters were retail trade

(SIC 52-59), wholesale trade (SIC 50-51), and manufacturing. Of those three,

only manufacturing involves production of hard metric products and the

related suhstantial investment in converting to metric.

Success. From the outset the study was committed to investigating the

costs and benefits of completed conversion to metric. The purpose was to

identify the implications of all aspects of conversion when it was completed.

We did not want to confuse the analysis of costs and benefits with all

the different factors that could have been related to an unsuccessful

attempt to convert to metric. As it turned out, only a half dozen of the 868

companies contacted complained about losing in attempting to convert to

metric. As analysis indicates, success was not a strong sorting criteria.
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Not previously studied. Initially, the study plan was to concentrate

on areas that had not been covered by the previous surveys of large and

small businesses for the USMB. As it became increasingly difficult to

locate small business converters, the results of the previous survey were

used for leads on possible converters. Use of this survey is described

below.

To summarize, the study team was looking for companies:

* with under 500 employees;

e independently owned, i.e., not subsidiaries or divisions
of large corporations;

* which had once produced products wholly in customary
units;

e are now producing some products to hard metric dimensions;

a have made substantial -- by their own account and judgement --

investments in converting;

e had completed conversion successfully;

9 had not converted under pressure from one large corporate
customer;

* and had not been studied before by the USMB.

As the search progressed, some of these criteria were relaxed.

The Universe for the Study

Concentrating on small businesses producing hard metric products

excluded a large part of the small business population of America. But,

manufacturers are the most likely to have made substantial investments

in conversion.

According to IRS statistics, there were 14.5 million businesses in

the United States in 1976. Three out of every four of these were

proprietorships -- many part-time individual businesses such as consult-

ing, delivery services, child care, etc. Statistics from major commercial

business listing firms -- Polk and Dun and Bradstreet -- placed the total
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number of business establishments* in the U.S. between 4 and 6 million.

The Bureau of the Census' County Business Patterns (1977) gives the total

number of establishments at 4.292 million. The analysis used the 4

million establishments cited by the County Business Patterns and Dun and

Bradstreet as the core business population of the U.S. Exhibit 4 summar-

izes the differences between the various counts of business establishments

in the United States; the exhibit breaks down each count into the major

divisions.

Research by Brookings Institution for the Small Business Administration

using the Dun and 6vadstreet Market Identifier File (DMI) provided detailed

breakdowns on the number, size and types of business establishments. The

July 1980 data from Brookings lists the total number of business establish-

ments in the United States at 4,089,535. These are establishments which

have applied for credit or have been identified by Dun and Bradstreet's

network of reporters. The DMI count is quite close to the County Business

Patterns census of business establishments. It is particularly comparable

in the count of small establishments, therefore the DMI file was considered

useful for studying small businesses. *,

According to the DMI file, more than 99% of business establishments

have fewer than 500 employees (4,074,981); only 14,544 businesses have 500

or more employees. The numbers are not much different when using 100

employees as the cutoff. Business establishments with fewer than 100

employees comprise 97.7% of the total: 3,995,328 establishments.

Establishments are the basic unit for the collection of most of the data

on businesses by the U.S. Government. A single business can have several
establishments -- plants, branch offices, service centers, etc. In 1976,
there were 4.3 million establishments but only 3.75 million businesses.
As one would expect the ratio of establishments to businesses increases
with the size of the business. For businesses with fewer than 50 employees
the establishments were one per company. According to the 1972 Census of
Manufacturers, the ratio for businesses between 50 and 99 employees was 2
establishments for every company, for companies with 100 to 249 employees
3:1, and for businesses with between 250 and 499 employees 6:1. For
companies with 1000 to 2499 employees the ratio was 47:1. This paper
uses establishment numbers to give a general sense ot the propor-
tions of the segments of the small business population. For this purpose
the distinction between businesses and establishments is not critical.

** Bruce Phillips, "A Comparison of 3 Establishment-Based Data Sources"
Office of Economic Research, Office of Advocacy, Small Business
Administration, mimeo, no date.
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Using the 500 or fewer employees definition, Exhibit 5 summarizes

the percentage of small businesses accounted for by each of the major

industrial divisions. The majority of small businesses are in retail trade

(31.5%) and services (21%). The next tier consists of construction (13.6%),

wholesale trade (11.2%) and manufacturing (9.9%). The other 4 categories

account for the remaining 12.8%; the finance, insurance, and real estate

category comprises over half of that remainder.

Most small businesses are outside the scope of this study. Trade,

services, financial, utilities, and extractive industries may use but do not

produce metric products. The focus here is on small businesses that

manufacture products. (See shaded portion of Exhibit 5.) These are the

small businesses falling in Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) * codes

20 to 39 covering such diverse activities as food production, textiles,

electrical machinery, leather products, instruments, and chemicals. Accord-

ing to the DMI file, there are 407,380 manufacturing establishments. Of

those, 400,918 (98.4%) have 500 or fewer employees. Using 100 or fewer

employees as the cutoff, the numbers do not change very much; 368,458 (90.4%)

manufacturing establishments have fewer than 100 employees.

Within the manufacturing sector, the small businesses are distributed

evenly across the different industries. Exhibit 6 gives the number of

establishments with fewer than 500 employees in each industry group (2

digit SIC code) within manufacturing. The percentages refer to the portion

of the total number of manufacturing establishments with fewer than 500

employees. Machinery (14.9%) and printing and publishing (14.6%) have

the most establishments. Third is fabricated metal products (9.6%) followed

by the clustering around 5-7%: lumber and wood, apparel and textile products,

food and kindred products, miscellaneous manufacturing, and stone clay and

glass products.

The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) system is used by the govern-
ment to report information on businesses. It has various levels. The
first digit of an SIC Code refers to the major division category of
industries; the second digit refers tn major industry groups. The third,
fourth and fifth digits of the SIC code narrow the identification to
specific industries, sub-industries, and/or products. We use the SIC
system throughout this report because it is convenient, easily understood,
and widely used. Most of our discussion deals with major industry groups
(two digit SIC codes) and specific industries (four digit SIC codes).
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EXHIBIT 5

DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL BUSINESSES ACROSS ECONOMIC SECTORS

Total Number of Small Business Establishments - 4,074,981

ining

o.8%) Services

gric. (21%)

(0.9%)

Utilities H
(14%)

Finance,
Insurance, and Retail Trade

Real Estate
(7.1%) (31.5%)
( '7-. ) -

Manufacturing

9.9 ( ) 9..0

Construction

Wholesale Trade (13.6%)

(11.2%)

1% or 40,750 establishments

Data Source: Dun and Bradstreet Market Identifier File, Tabulated for
the Small Business Administration by Brookings Instiution,
July 1980.
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EXHIBIT 6

DISTRIBUTION OF SMALL BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENTS IN MANUFACTURING

Number of establish- Likely to have
SIC ments with less than some investment in
Code Industry 500 employees % metric production

20 Food and kindred 25,439 6.3

21 Tobacco 191

22 rextile mill 9,443 2.4

23 Apparel & other textile products 26,527 6.6

24 Lumber and wood 29,118 7.3

25 Furniture and fixtures 14,358 3.6

26 Paper and allied products 7,280 1.8

27 Printing and publishing 58,398 14.6

28 Chemicals and allied products 17,074 4.3

29 Petroleum and coal products 2,491 .6

30 Rubber & misc. plastics 13,052 3.3

31 Leather & leather products 3,901 1

32 Stone clay and glass 19,189 4.8 *

33 Primary metal products 8,418 2.1 *

34 Fabricated metal products 38,677 9.6 *

35 Machinery, except electric 59,652 14.9 *

36 Electric & electronic equipment 20,076 5 *

37 Transportation equipment 11,789 2.9

38 Instruments & related products 10,976 2.7 *

39 Miscellaneous manufacturing 24,869 6.2 *

TOTAL 400,918 100.00 (57.6%)

Likely to have significant metric activity according to previous
surveys and discussions with informed observers.

Data Source: Dun & Bradstreet Market Identifier File, Tabulated for the
Small Business Administration by Brookings Institution, July 1980.
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Some of these manufacturing industries were more likely to be making

substantial investments in converting to metric. From discussions with

USMB, ANMC, and other informed observers, as well as reviews of previous

research -- the NBS Metric America study, the GAO review, the ATIMC sector

status updates, and previous research at USMB, -- the most active areas for

metric appear to be industries that make products for other industries --

primary metal products, fabricated metal products, machinery, electrical

goods, and the like. Industries dealing with the consumer

markets -- food production, apparel, leather products, printing and publish-

ing, were least likely to be metric. Industries dealing in bulk commodities --

such as petroleum and coal or chemicals -- are not likely to have made

substantial investments in converting to metric.

In looking for companies making substantial investments in converting

to metric, the study concentrated, within manufacturing, on those

industries making measurement sensitive products for industries. The right-

hand column in Exhibit 6 indicates the industries thought likely to have

metric activity involving substantial investments in production. Those

industries narrow the search to the 57.6% of the manufacturing establish-

ments contained in SIC codes 26, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 and 39.

Sorting of small businesses in terms of their likelihood of (a)

producing hard metric products and (b) having made substantial investments

in converting eliminated 94.3% of all small businesses. However, the

remaining 5.7% (231,052 manufacturing establishments) are the most likely

to qualify as key companies for in-depth analysis.

Within this limited population of manufacturing establishments, the

search concentrated on the Middle Atldntic region. The project team was

confident they could contact successful converters and identify key

companies for study within this region. Pennsylvania ranks fourth in the

nation in the number of manufacturing establishments; Maryland has a diverse

industrial population covering over 80% of the SIC codes. The initial searches

concentrated on the highly industrial areas in cities within the triangle

between Trenton, Pittsburgh, and Richmond (see map.)
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The later stages of the search expanded the scope to include other

highly industrial states in the Northeast and Midwest -- New York (#2 in

number of manufacturing establishments), Massachusetts (#10), New Jersey

(#8), Ohio (#5), Michigan (#7) and Illinois (#3) *. The most comprehensive

searches for small businesses converting to metric were in Pennsylvania and

Maryland; in the other states the search followed leads provided by contacts

with other small businesses, the trade press, or large corporations.

Overall the search was limited to states east of the Mississippi because

(a) the overwhei,1ing majority of manufacturing is in the Northeast and

Midwest and (b) the costs of doing several in depth analyses of companies

west of the Mississippi would be excessive.

* California is #1 in the number of manufacturing establishments; the cost
of an extensive search at that distance was prohibitive.
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SEARCHES

The Initial Search

The search for small businesses with significant investments in metric

production began with the goal of discussing metric conversion with a few

successful converters. The previous small business survey made several

interesting observations on conversion. Case reports of metric conversion

in ANMC newsletters and pamphlets, the USMB Metric Usage Study and survey of

large businesses, the trade press, and the GAO study also described

conversion to metric. All fell short, however, of a detailed, comprehensive

description of how conversion occurs, the types of costs incurred, and the

benefits people see accruing from the conversion. To refine the plan for

the in-depth analysis of selected small businesses, the project team needed

to talk to some companies that had converted to metric. This was also an

opportunity to start gathering possible candidates for future analysis.

For this initial search, businesses in the industrial areas

surrounding Baltimore, Philadelphia, Richmond, Pittsburgh, Washington, D.C.,

and Trenton were contacted. Eight kinds of sources offered leads for the

initial search:

9 Trade and Business Associations. Following the emphasis of a
previous small business survey for USMB on representation, the
search involved trade and business associations in Washington and
surrounding areas for locating small businesses that had converted
to metric. These associations gave general comments about the
state of metric conversion in their industries. However, they
were not able to identify who among their members had actually
converted to metric. Exhibit 7 lists the 30 business and trade
associations contacted. These 30 were contacted because they
(a) were active in metric planning; (b) had a large number of
small business members; (c) were in industries likely to be
producing metric products; or (d) were referred by other
associations.

# Small Business Administration's Procurement Automated Search
System (PASS). PASS is a new data base to assist federal agencies
in locating small businesses interested in bidding on federal
procurements. Within PASS, there is a subfile of businesses
able to supply metric products. To be included on the metric
subfile, the business only has to indicate that it has a metric
capability. The PASS metric subfile has a total of 25 businesses
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EXHIBIT 7

REPRESENTATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS CONTACTFD

National Small Business Association

National Federation of Independent Businesses

American National Metric Council

Small Business Administration

National Bureau of Standards

Richmond Chamber of Commerce

Richmond Small Business Administration Office

Smaller Manufacturers Council

Pittsburgh Purchasing Management Association

Small Business Administration, Towson. Md.

Scientific Apparatus Makers Association

American National Standards Institute

American Society for Testing and Materials

National Paint and Coatings Institute

U.S. Chamber of Commerce

Industrial Heating Equipment Association

National Association of Women Buisiness Owners

Printing Industries of America

National Business League

National Association of Home Builders

American Association of Engineering Societies

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

Industrial Fasteners Institute

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and
Air Conditioning Engineers

National Fasteners Distributors Association

Farm and Industrial Equipment Institute

Massport (State Export Agency)

Small Business Association of New England

Syracuse Chamber of Commerce

Hartford Chamber of Commerce

L IP I ' I "i. .. > ..-. .
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for the entire country. Of these, ten were in the triangle under
consideration. Contacting these ten, only one was a good lead.
(Several of the companies had always produced metric products.)

@ Metric Yearbooks. J. J. Keller Company publishes a Metric
Yearbook reviewing metric events over the past year and discussing
conversion in different industries. The yearbooks include case
histories of the conversion experiences of businesses. Since most
of the businesses discussed are large companies -- over 500
employees -- it was not a useful source.

* Natic'al Bureau of Standards and ANMC lists of Metric Suppliers.
These "-re among the best sources for locating small businesses
converting to metric. Most of the companies contained in these
lists are either large companies or subsidiaries of large
companies; a number had always been metric. Nonetheless, they
provided several good leads.

@ Trade Press (ANMC and USMB press clippings). The best source of
leads was the trade press in which companies advertised their
metric products. The trade press was especially good for locating
small fastener manufacturers and machine shops.

o Newsletter pleas for assistance. Two organizations -- the Smaller
Manufacturers Council (Pittsburgh) and the National Association of
Women Business Owners, with a combined membership of 1,300
companies, volunteered to run brief pleas for assistance in their
newsletters. No companies replied to these solicitations.

e Contacts with businesses. One question asked of large and small
businesses contacted in the course of the searches was whether
they knew of any other businesses in their industry or in the
local area that had converted to metric. For the most part, the
large businesses were better sources of businesses than the small
businesses. Among the sources, these references were
quite good in terms of number and accuracy.

9 U.S. Metric Board information files. These files were among the
best sources. They are extensive, detailed collections on many
phases of metric conversion in the U.S. and elsewhere.

During the initial search, 75 businesses in the Baltimore,

Philadelphia, Richmond, and Trenton areas were contacted. When contacted,

each company was asked if they were a small business making a substantial

investment in converting production to metric dimensions. The following

questions were asked to determine if a company met the criteria for

° Al
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inclusion in the analysis:

--Are you a small ,-ompany (fewer than 500 employees)?*

--Are you independent, i.e., not a subsidiary?

--Are any of your products or services designed to metric dimensions?

--Have you converted from using customary units to using metric units?

The project team also asked if the decision to convert was a significant

corporate decision and whether the investment in converting to the metric

system was substantial in their view. f a company passed through these

filters, it was a c nverter and a candidate for being a key company -- one

of the companies for .,-depth analysis of the costs, benefits, opportunities,

and problems of converting to metric.

Additional detailed questions were used in selected cases (a) to help

develop the analytical plan, and (b) to determine whether these companies

would be suitable as key companies. These detailed questions were

organized around six key questions:

e What was converted?

* How was the decision to convert made?

e Why did you convert?

# Did you have any problems -- labor, supplies, inventory?

a Who did you turn to for help?

* Has it paid off?

Exhibit 8 contains the detailed points under each of these key questions.

Early Results

Face-to-face interviews with successful converters were planned.

Because of the problems in locating small businesses that had made

substantial investments in converting to metric, interviews were conducted

by phone. This saved time, increased the number of businesses contacted,

and thereby improved the possibility of finding small businesses which had

made significant investments. Of the 75 companies contacted, 14 companies

If a company was large (over 500 employees), they were asked if the-
know of any small businesses that had converted or if their industry,
in general, had converted to metric.

k , i
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EXHIBIT 8

DETAILED QUESTIONS ON METRIC CONVERSION IN SMALL BUSINESSES

1. WHAT WAS CONVERTED?

What is the nature of your business?
What special things have you changed?
Is your conversion to metric complete?

2. HOW WAS THE DECISION TO CONVERT MADE?

Who made the decision? When?
Were there distinct phases?
Was there a detailed plan?
Who was consulted?

- within the company
- suppliers, customers
- associations and others

Who was involved in the planning?
How was the conversion timed? Why that particular timing?
Why did it end when it did?

3. WHY DID YOU CONVERT?

What were the reasons given?
Were there projections of costs? Are they available?
Were there projections of benefits? Are they available?

4. DID YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS?

When did you encounter these problems?
How did you cope with the problems?

- did you have labor problems?

- problems with suppliers?
- problems with customers?
- problems with local government?
- problems with state government?
- problems with federal government?

5. WHOM DID YOU TURN TO FOR HELP?

To whom did you turn for help?
Why did you choose those organizations for assistance?
Was the assistance valuable? Which was the most valuable? Why?
Do people now turn to you for assistance in converting? How do they

know about you?

6. HAS IT PAID OFF?

Did conversion cost more or less than expected?
Where were the major discrepancies?
Were the benefits what you expected?
How do you know what the costs and benefits of conversion are?
How has your business changed as a result of conversion?
Would you do it differently if you were starting today? How?
Would you provide your records of the conversion process for study?
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had converted to metric. Of these 14, one spent over $10,000 converting to

metric. None had spert as much as $50,000. Most companies invested less

than $1,000. These results are summarized in Exhibit 9. The idea of $50,000

as a cutoff for substantial investment was clearly out of line with the

realities of conversion; $10,000 was a more appropriate figure for

substantial investment. The company investing more than $10,000 considered

its investment significant.

The initial search yielded several important insights:

* Most compa, ,s producing products designed to metric
specificatios use customary units in the factory or
shop. They convert the metric dimensions to customary
units and make products using machines calibrated in
customary units. For some jobs, especially threading,
special metric tools -- taps, dies, lathes, reamers --

are required. Some companies have machinery with both
measurement capabilities.

* Most metric production is in response to special orders
from customers. Conversion is seen as adding capability
they could exercise if and when the need arises. The need
seldom arises.

* Companies convert a trivial portion of their operations to
metric -- usually less than 5 percent. A few companies
supply only metric goods; often these companies were
founded for that specific purpose. One of the companies
contacted had converted as much as one-third of its opera-
tions to netric.

* Given the small percentage of operations converted to metric,
the capital investment in conversion is small. Most spent
less than $1,000. Only a few spent over $5,000. Most of the
noney for conversion is spent on items such as special tools,
dies, molds, conversion kits for lathes.

# The decision to convert to metric is incremental, of little
importance to the firm. For many companies it occurs as a
natural outgrowth of the shifting needs of their customers.
Few can point to a specific decision to convert. Specific
decisions were easiest to find in companies that produce
stock metric items. Market research related to conversions
is limited to talking to dealers, field representatives, and
licensees. At least one company has suffered because of faulty
market research on the prospects for its product.
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FXHIBIT 9

METRIC ACTIVITY IN BUSINESSES CONTACTED IN INITIAL SEARCH

TOTAL CONTACTED *
(75)

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(10) (65)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MANUFACTURERS
(48) (17)

ALWAYS METRIC INSUB TANTIAL SUBSTANTIAL

INVESTMENT INVESTMENT

(3) (13) (1)

• Key to Exhibit 9 is on the next page.
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The categories in Exhibit 9 are:

Total contacted: Refers to the total number of
companies reached during the search. Some companies
were not reached because they had moved, gone out of
business, or would not accept or return calls. The
ratio of attempted contacts to actual contacts is
around 3 to 1.

Large businesses: Companies with Small businesses: Small business is
more than 500 employees are large. an independent business having fewer
A number of the cc Danies reached than 500 employees in all establishments.
were subsidiaries u divisions of
larger companies; these are large

Customary manufacturers: Refers Metric manufacturers: In this category
to small companies which produce are all small companies which said they
all their products to customary produce products to metric dimensions.
dimensions. These companies do This ranges from a company producing
not work to metric specifi- all its products in metric dimensions
cations -- even by converting using metric measurements to companies
them to customary units. which do only one or two metric orders

a year and use customary measurements
to fill the orders.

Alwa's metric: A few Insubstantial nvestment: Substantial investment:
companies contacted said To be included in this cate- These are the companies
they had always produced gory, the investient in con- the search is looking
metric items. These com- version must (a' be con- for. They must be small,
panies ranged from com- sidered by the company to be independent, metric,
panies set up for the insubstantial, and (b) be converted from customary,
sole purpose of making less than $10,000. Com- have invested over
metric products to a panies in this category $10,000 or consider
machine shop that has range from those making the their investment sub-
always filled metric continuing minor investment stantial.
orders as they have come in converting drawings in
in. metric to customary dimen-

sion to companies that have
purchased up to $10,000 in
metric related manufac-
turing equipment.
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9 The primary motive for converting to metric is keeping existing
large corporate customers who have converted to metric.

a Much conversion is spurred by the need to service foreign
machinery.

a Few small businesses see that conversion has brought them any
additional business. Most companies converted to keep up with
the demands of their existing customers.

e Overa1l, converting to metric has not been a problem for small
busines:es. Workers are not affected by the change; many are
still operating in the customary units. The major problem is
getting supplies in metric sizes at economical prices. Confusion
of dual inventories -- especially in fasteners -- is also a
problem.

Redirection of the Search

To find additional candidates, the search followed two paths. A more

systematic and comprehensive search for small businesses was undertaken in

Pennsylvania and Maryland; the primary emphasis was on the intensive

searches in these two states. Using leads from metric handbooks, trade

press, the USMB files, and references from other companies, the search also

expanded to a larger area (the Northeast and Midwest).

The purpose of the initial search was to gain insights about the

conversion process and locate possible key companies. The searches of

Penncylvania and Maryland were intended solely to locate small businesses

that qualified as possible candidates for being key companies -- i.e.,

small, independent, producing hard metric products, making a substantial

investment in converting to metric.

The sources for the search of Pennsylvania and Maryland were the state

industrial directories.* These directories are comprehensive lists of

manufacturing establishments in the states. In Pennsylvania, the Smaller

Manufacturer Council's Classified Directory 1980-1981 was very useful for

contacting small businesses in the Pittsburgh area.

* Pennsylvania State Industrial Directory (New York: State Industrial

Directories Corp., 1981)

Maryland Department of Economic and Community Development. The 1979-1980
Directory of Maryland Manufacturers tAnnapolis: State of Maryland, 1979)
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The search concentrated on the 11 major industry groups identified as

possible areas of metric conversion (see Exhibit 6). Most of these

industries manufactured intermediate products -- fabricated metal, measuring

instruments, machinery, primary metal products. The industrial directories

break each industry into four digit SIC codes. A combination of common

sense, advice, and previous research identified which of these four digit

SIC codes were useful to contact. The strategy was to cast the net widely

but judiciously. To sort among the four digit SIC codes within the selected

industries, the project team asked:

@ What do othrs say about conversion in this area?
(previous USMb studies, ANMC, trade press, informed observers.)

e Are measurements an important part of their product?

e Do they produce consumer or intermediate goods?

* Does the industry do a large amount of exporting?

* Is it related tq other areas known to be metric?

In each of the four digit SIC codes selected, several companies in

Maryland and Pennsylvania were contacted to determine if there was any

metric activity in that sub-sector of the industry. If these people said

they did not produce metric products and their industry was not metric, the

search in that SIC code was discontinued. In this way the search was

able to cover many industries as well as concentrate on.areas most likely

to yield possible key companies. When the search encountered metric

activity in a SIC code, as many of the companies listed as possible were

contacted.

In addition to the intensive searches in Pennsylvania and Maryland, the

selective search followed leads in the trade press, USMB files, and ANMC/NBS

metric suppliers listings on metric companies in industrial areas in the

Northeast -- New York, Connecticut, and Massachusetts. Similar leads were fcl-

lowed into Ohio and Michigan. While these selective searches provided additional

insights into metric conversion, they did not yield any substantial small

business converters. Most of the people contacted following these leads were

divisions of larger companies or had always been metric.

i3
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Results of the State Searches

The results of the intensive state searches were revealing in an

unexpected way. Out of about 794 phone contacts with businesses in Penn-

sylvania and Maryland, 4 were small businesses which had made substantial

investments -- by their own report or the study's criteria -- In converting to

metric. Of the 204 businesses producing metric products (28% of the total

contacted), 98% had either made very small investments in converting to

metric or had always been metric. Exhibit 10 summarizes the pattern for

both states. Exhibits 11 and 12 give the breakdowns for Maryland and

Pennsylvania respectively.

The major areas of conversion are the non-electrical machinery and

fabricated metal products industries. The chemical industry has begun to

convert its measurements but without a great deal of change in the process

of producing chemicals; even the packaging of chemicals remains essentially

conventional -- the only difference is that they are filled to metric

volumes. The state survey confirmed the earlier conclusions. (See p.33).

From these state searches, several general conclusions emerged:

* Small businesses are not making substantial investments in
converting to metric.

* Companies producing metric products have spent very small
amounts in developing their metric production capability.

e There is a widespread capabilit, to meet traditional,
incremental demand for metric products; major new demands may
be difficult to supply.

e Investments in metric production are in response to external
pressures -- such as customer demand, or foreign competition.
Investments in metric rarely reflect an active search for new
markets, ways to improve competitive position, or improvements
in the operation of the business.

* The desire for export markets stimulates some conversion;

however, only very small investments are made in moving into
these foreign markets.
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EXHIBIT 10

METRIC ACTIVITY IN SMALL BUSINESSES
CONTACTED IN PENNSYLVANIA AND MARYLAND

TOTAL CONTACTED *

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(53)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MANUFACTURERS
(537) (204)

ALWAYS METRIC INSUBSTANTIAL SUBSTANTIAL
INVESTMENT INVESTMENT

(20) (180) (4)

See Exhibit 9 for explanation of these categories.
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EXHIBIT 11

METRIC ACTIVITY IN BUSINESSES CONTACTED IN MARYLAND

TOTAL CONTACTED *
(238)

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(30) (20)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MANUFACTURERS

(139) (69)

AIWAY METRIC INSUBSTANTIML SUBSTANTIAL
INVESTMEN1 INVESTMENT

(15) (52) (2)

* See Exhibit 9 for explanation of these categories.
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EXHIBIT 12

METRIC ACTIVITY IN BUSINESSES CONTACTED IN PENNSYLVANIA

TOTAL CONTACTED *
(556)

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(23) (533)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MANUFACTURERS
(398) (135)

ALWAYS METRIC INSUBSTANTIAL SUBSTANTIAL
INVESTMENT INVESTMENT

(5) (128) (2)

* See Exhibit 9 for explanation of these categories.
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* The most likely place to find small business making
substantial investments in converting to metric are suppliers
to large corporations that have converted to metric.

The companies that had converted to metric were quite
cooperative and willing to discuss conversion to the metric
system. They had generally positive feelings about the
experience -- the sense was that there was no great magic to
the process. Few expressed any sense of difficulty in coping
with conversion.

o The most hostile responses were from people in industries that
were not metric and who saw little possibility that they ever
would be metric.

* The costs of metric conversion are associated with the costs of
improving the capital stock of the small manufacturing firm.
With the introduction of microprocessors, the marginal costs of
a metric capability have become negligible.

Small Business Metric Suppliers to Large Businesses

Since only four substantial investors were found in the state searches,

the next search strategy was to turn to large businesses in earnest for the

names of small businesses that supplied them with metric products. In the

previous searches large companies incidentally contacted were asked if they

used any small business suppliers of metric products. As the search prog-

ressed, it became apparent that much of small businesses' conversion was

a result of demands from large companies. This observation was strongly

supported by the Small Business Advisory Group of the American National

Metric Council.

The intensive search for small business metric suppliers of large

businesses began with a review of the USMB survey of Fortune 1000 companies'

metric activity. Question 1 of that survey asked if the company purchased

materials and supplies in metric; 34 large companies out of the 119

companies responding to the question were purchasing materials and supplies

in metric. Contacting several of these companies, they were able to identify

several metric small business suppliers. With this encouraging result, the

search for small businesses supplying metric products to large corporations

began in earnest.
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The American National Metric Council assisted the search for small

business suppliers to large companies by sending letters to nine Fortune 500

companies requesting their assistance in the search. Six of the companies

were able to give names of small businesses who supply them with metric

products. The success of the ANMC letters and the contacts with the

respondents to the large company survey led to increased efforts to locate

small businesses through large businesses. Following the pattern of previous

searches, ,nultiple sources were used to identify large businesses to contact.

Among the sources w- the Fortune 500 list of businesses, advertisements in

the trade press, ANMC newsletters dnd reports on metric activity, the J.J.

Ntller metric yearbooks, leads from other large businesses, and the USMB

survey of large businesses.

The search in this phase contacted approximately 200 large companies.

Hilf of these companies were Fortune 500 companies -- mostly in the top 250.

The responses of these large companies fell into two categories -- either

they made all their own metric materials or they had several suppliers of

metric products -- mostly small businesses. Among those companies that used

mutside metric suppliers, few were able to easily identify the suppliers.

In most corporations, purchasing decisions are very decentralized; there is

rarely a central repository of information on the suppliers to the large

company. This is especially true of the extremely large companies.

Several of these companies took time to ask around and develop a list of small

business suppliers. Others identified one or more divisions that they knew

were producing in metric dimensions.

The large companies provided leads to 92 metric suppliers. In some

cases they did not know whether the company was large or small. Of the 92

mentioned, a third were iarqe companies. A number of people in the large

companies gave names of companies they thought might be making metric

products. Another 26 small companies stated they did not make any metric

products. Even the lists that people drew up over the period of a

couple of weeks contained some companies that only produced customary

oroducts.
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Of the 36 suppliers who did provide metric products to the large

companies, 27 had made insubstantial investments -- most of these were

fastener manufacturers, metal stampers, container manufacturers, and companies

making electrical machinery. Only two had made substantial investments --

over $10,000 -- in converting to metric. Exhibit 13 summarizes the distri-

bution of responses from contacts with suppliers of large businesses.

Contacts with the large metric companies and their suppliers lead to

three observalions:

* Large curporations are using smaller businesses to produce
metric items. It is often necessary to talk to several
people to get a comprehensive picture of the large
corporat~in's use of small businesses in supplying metric
parts.

e For even the major converters to metric -- such as the
automobile and agricultural equipment manufacturers --
metric is not a prominent activity. It is down in the noise.

* There is often a symbiotic relationship between a large
corporation and its suppliers regarding metric products,
developed out of mutual self interest. For example many
large companies provide conversion factors with their
metric drawings because they know the small businesses are
using conventional equipment. They provide the factor to
insure the part is made to their specifications. In some
cases the large company will buy the mold or casting for
a metric part and give it to the small business to use in
producing its supplies. This is to insure the part is made
to the proper dimensions and is used only for the large
company's products. In either case mutual self-interest
leads to minimal disruption in the production of hard metric
products.

Small Business Surve" Revisited

The search for small key businesses making substantial investments

in converting began by following high probability leads in a specific

geographical area. As the search progressed several of the initial

constraints -- geographical location, size of investment considered

substantial, and independence from the demands of large customers -- were

relaxed. In addition the search supplemented high probability leads with

more comprehensive searches in areas that had some possibility of producing

* ..
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EXHIBIT 13

METRIC ACTIVITY IN SUPPLIERS TO LARGE COMPANIES PRODUCING METRIC PRODUCTS

FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES OTHER LARGE COMPANIES

TAL LARGE COMPANIES

CONTACTED
(200)I

I
I

TOTAL METRIC SUPPLIERS
NAMED(92)

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(30) (62)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MAN FACTURERS
(26) (36)

ALWAYS METRIC INSUBSTANTIAL SUBSTANTIAL
(6) (28) (2)



metric products. The final approach was to relax the criterion of avoiding

companies which had been studied before by turning to the previous survey of

small businesses.

As part of the previous survey of small businesses, companies were
3sked if they developed products in metric sizes. They were also asked the

percentage of their companies' products that were non-metric, soft metric,

hard metric, or hybrid metric. Exhibit 14 summarizes the sorting of the

responses to the first small business study; only the manufacturing

companies were corted. Of the 227 manufacturers who responded, over

one-fourth made some metric products. These 60 companies split between

those that produce only soft metric products and those companies that

made hard or hybrid metric products. The percentages under each of the

headings in Exhibit 14 represent the percentages of each type of metric

product reported by the respondents falling under that heading.

Letters were sent to 30 companies making hard or hybrid products which

responded to the small business survey to see if they would be willing to

participate in this subsequent phase of the research. Of the 15 responses

to this solicitation, 3 agreed to urther discussion of metric. None of these

companies made a substantial investment in metric production. *

From the previous searches and the re-examination of previous survey

results on manufacturing small businesses, the project team came to three

additional conclusions:

* The findings of these searches generally support the conclusions
of the previous survey:

- the primary motivation is customer demand.

- few problems are encountered with conversion.

- a routine approach to conversion prevails.

* These searches found about the same proportion of small
manufacturers producing hard metric products as the
previous survey. Using a stratified random sample, the
previous survey found 26% of manufacturing small businesses
produce hard metric products. This report's non-random searches
found 30% of small business manufacturers producing hard
metric products.

• These three unproductive contacts are not included in the overall totals

of businesses, small businesses, or metric small businesses contacted.

.... .. . . . ., . . . . , - = , ' . .. .. . " " " . . ' .
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EXHIBIT 14

MANUFACTURERS' PATTERN OF RESPONSES TO SMALL BUSINESS SURVEY:
TYPE AND PERCENTAGE OF METRIC PRODUCTS

MANUFACTURERS
(227)

NO METRIC SOME METRIC

(167) (60)
N OT
CLEAR

~(6)

HARD HARD'HYBIRD HARD/SOFT HARD/HYBRID/SOFT HYBRID HYBRID/SOFT SOFT

(12) (2) (6) (2) (6) (3) (23)

100%* 90%/10% 10%/50% 5%/5%/5% 100% 40%/10%
90 80/20 10/10 1/1/11 50 5/5
30 10/5 50 2/8

20 3/97 25
10 1/5 10
10 1/2 2
11
5
5

5
1
.1

ALL COMPANIES PRODUCING HARD OR HYBRID PRODUCTS
• (31)

COMPANIES PRODUCING HARL PRODUCTS

0-!O% HARD 11 - 50% HARD 51 - 90% HARD OVER 90% HARD
16) (2) (3) ()

COMPANIES PRODUCING HYBRID PRODUCI

0-10% HYBRIDO D11-50% HYBRID 51-90% HYBRID OVER90% HYBRI
(7) (5) (0) (1)

Percentage of respondent's products that are hard, hybrid, or soft metric.
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* The previous survey reports of a "modest but significant"
amount of metric conversion among all small businesses.

e For manufacturing, "modest but significant" is a major
overstatement. Review of the first survey's data reveals
that most companies produce less than 10% of their products
in metric. Many produce less than 5%. This minor amount
of metric production coincides with the study's finding of a
widespread but shallow capability; less than 1% of the
161 companies contacted made a substantial investment in
converting to metric.

Substantial Investors Revisited

The search for small businesses which have made substantial investments

in conversion to metric revealed that seven companies, 0.8% of the 868

small companies contacted, met the criteria of having made a substantial

investment and successfully metricated. Those seven companies were the

subject of more in-depth study concerning their investments, the relative

importance of the investment to the company, the problems encountered in

conversion, and other aspects of conversion. From contacts with these

it was found that:

Substantial Investors
(7)

Over $10,0 butstantial
Seen as Insubstantial (3)
by the Company

(4)

Vignettes of the conversion experiences of the three substantial investors

are presented in Exhibits 15 and 16. The experiences of the other four are

similar to those of the insubstantial investors described throughout this

report.
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EXHIBIT 15

VIGNETTE A: SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENTS IN CONVERTING MARKING EQUIPMENT TO METRIC

XYZ Marking Corporation*

XYZ makes equipment to stamp labels on stainless steel silverware,
rolled steel, or other steel products. For use overseas, these machines
must be able to accept metric dimensions as well as to produce metric
lettering.

About 15-20% of their business is metric, solely in response to demands
from overseas customers. They have actively sought this overseas business
for the last 8-10 y.irs. At first, XYZ worked in metric only sporadically;
lately, it has been m~re continuous, producing new metric machinery and
making replacement parts for their older metric machinery. They usually
sell their metric products to foreign contractors who are building plants
overseas.

Their costs for producing metric marking machines primarily come from
converting the dials on several of their machines, around $2,000 for ten
machines, and from purchasing a computer-controlled milling machine for
$40,000. While this machine can also produce to customary dimensions, it is
primarily used (70%) for metric production. The costs for conversion are
around $60,000 by their estimate.

XYZ has more than 50 and less than 100 employees. Their average yearly
expenditure on new capital equipment is between $50,000 and $100,000. Their
metric investment is between 10% and 20% of their five year capital
expenditures.

They have had few problems converting to metric. Their biggest
problems were in the beginning when they had to make a few machines over
because of mistakes in production. That is no longer a major problem.

They converted voluntarily to get the overseas business. They do not
see everyone in their industry going to metric.

* We have changed the names of the companies because they have not had

the opportunity to review, modify, or revise these accounts.
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EXHIBIT 16

VIGNETTE B: SUBSTANTIAL INVESTMENT IN CONVERTING BOTTLING TO METRIC

ABC Bottlers

ABC bottles a soft drink for a large conglomerate, its only customer.
They rely on the conglomerate for all the R&D and management costs; the
conglomerate tells them what they want done and how they want it done.

The one and two liter bottles are big sellers in the soft drink market.
ABC was able to use existing filling equipment to fill these sizes. However,
ABC has spent $70,000 converting other aspects of its bottling linc to take on
the one and two liter size bottles.

A key point here is that these are regular costs for any conversion to
any different bottle size. About one-half the cost ($30,000) was for a
deiaser -- a ,'9vice that removes the empty bottles from their case. Their
old decaser ca:- 'nly handle glass bottles; one and two liter bottles are
plastic. Accordii.g to ABC, the fact that the new bottles are metric means
nothing to the bottler, only that they are plastic and a different size.

ABC has less than 50 employees. They spend about $100,000 a year on new
capital equipment or between one-half and one million dollars over five years.
Their investment in metric is thus between 7% and 14% of five year capital
investments.

EFG Bottlers

EFG Bottlers bottles many kinds of soft drinks for many different customers.
They do not make the bottles or the contents; they only put the drink in the
bottles. A growing proportion of their business involves metric size bottles.
The one and two liter bottles are a hot item in the soft drink industry.

To keep up with the industry trend, EFG bought a $200,000 machine that
would fill two liter bottles. Some companies could change existing equipment to
fill the two liter bottles; EFG could not.

EFG Bottlers has between 100 and 200 employees. They spend an average of
$200,000 a year on new capital equipment or one million over five years,
making the investment in the filler 20% of a five year investment.

They had no problems with the conversion.

To get a better idea of the costs involved in bottle conversion, we

interviewed a manufacturer of bottling machinery.

Bottling Machines, Inc.

Bottling Machines made EFG's two liter filling machine. According to
Bottling Machines, the fact that it is for a two liter bottle is not a key
point. It is a question of large versus small bottles. If a machine only
fills small bottles, you either need to buy a machine that fills large bottles
(half gallon or two liter) or convert your small machine, possibly by using
every other spout so it can accommodate the larger bottles. It does not
matter whether the large bottle is 64 ounces or two liters; the key distinction
is large or small. To put the two liter bottle on a 64 ounce line, there
might be $5,000 of changed parts for the bottle filler and other routine
change costs up and downstream on the bottling line.
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Contacts with these "substantial investors" lead to some further

conclusions:

e The percentage of small businesses making substantial investment in
metric is less tnan 1% of those contacted.

* It is difficult to isolate what costs are strictly related to
metric. All three substantial investors purchased machinery
that accommodates customary as well as metric measurements.
They bought the machines for their metric business but could use
the machinc for their customary work.

* The three substantial investors spent between 10% and 20% of their
estimates of their five-year capital investment in converting to metric.
The other four companies spent less than 5%.

* Much of conversion for the seven investors depends on servicing
foreign machinery.

e The seven split about evenly between those that converted to
seek export markets and those that converted to hold their
customers' business.

* Even among substantial investors, there is still a large amount
of work in customary units in the factory.

* Much of the production by seven substantial investors is hybrid,
metric to fit with foreign metric machines but customary in
internal structure.

Overall Findings

From contacts with 1,161 companies, three general findings emerge:

# Seven of every ten small companies contacted worked only in
customary units. (See Exhibit 17.) Any orders received and any
products produced are measured in customary units.

e Of the 257 metric companies contacted, the overwhelming majority
produced metric products on the basis of insubstantial investments.
In some cases the investments were for tools -- taps, dies,
micrometers, lathe screws, gauges. In other cases the investments
represented the time spent converting the occasional metric order
into customary units for production on customary machinery; while
the product was metric, the process was customary.

* Fewer than 1% of the small companies contacted claimed a substantial
investment in converting.
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EXHIBIT 17

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO ALL SEARCHES

TOTAL CONTACTED *

LARGE BUSINESSES SMALL BUSINESSES
(293) (868)

CUSTOMARY MANUFACTURERS METRIC MANUFACTURERS
(611) (257)

ALWAYS METRIC INSUBSTANTIAL SUBSTANTIAL
INVESTMENT INVESTMENT

(29) (221) (7)

See Exhibit 9 for explanation of these categories.

= -.-----. mob=4
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While the primary purpose of the search was to locate key companies for

subsequent research, information was gathered on the status of conversion in

different manufacturing industries. Eleven industry groupings within

manufacturing were searched, which the evidence suggested would be most

likely to have metric activity. Early in the search it became clear that

chemical production was not likely to be a source of substantial investment

in conversion; the key costs for metric conversion in the chemical industry

are in changing sc 'es and associated billing and ordering forms. Any

conversion of packagin- for the chemical industry would show up in the paper

and allied products industry or the fabricated metal products industry.

Companies in 108 of the 236 four digit SIC codes covered by the

remaining 10 manufacturing industries were contacted. Most of the codes

covered were in fabricated metal products (major industry group 34),

machinery - except electrical (35), measuring instruments (group 38),

transportation equipment (37), primary metals (33), paper and allied

products (26), and electrical and electronic machinery. The four digit

IC codes not covered were (a) dominated by large Lorporations in the areas

we searched (motor vehicle and passenger car bodies - SIC 3711, for example);

(b) not covered in the sources used for the searches (typewriters - SIC 3572,

for example); or (c) were not considered likely to have substantial metric

activity (games, toys, and children's vehicles -- except dolls and bicycles,

SIC 3944, for example).

T, status of conversion, as reflected by contacts with small and large

businesses in manufacturing industries is presented in Exhibit 18. The

exhibit is organized by 4 digit SIC codes. The left hand column lists all

the codes for the major industry groups that were covered (see Exhibit 6). The

next column lists the specific industries (4 digit codes) in which companies

were contacted. Following that is a column giving the project team's

judgment on whether there is some (M), little (m), or no (C) metric activity.

The remaining three columns indicate what others have said about the

presence or possibility of conversion in the specific industry.

.m
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The GAO study of the implications of the adoption of the metric system

was used throughout the analysis to gain insights on the costs and benefits

of conversion.* It was not incorporated into Exhibit 18 for several reasons:

e The report did not lend itself to easy interpretation of the
status of conversion in the different industries. General
phrases such as "mixed," "little demand," or "just beginning"
were used frequently. It was not clear if these descriptions
referred to planning or production.

e The industries discussed cover only a portion of the manufac-
turing SIC codes considered in this analysis.

e The comments on status of conversion were quite similar across

industries -- little or no activity.

A brief review of the table indicates a sizeable amount of metric

activity in the machinery and fabricated metal products industries.

Significant conversion is also taking place in the rubber and plastics

industries. There was less conversion than expected in the transportation,

instruments, and electrical machinery sectors. Primary metals revealed a

large amount of conversion activity. It should be noted that these

observations are based on contacts with a few companies in each industry --

mostly in Pennsylvania and Maryland. Further investigation of the status

of conversion in different industries could be useful to the USMB's

mission.

A summary of conclusions from this study was presented at the

beginning of tnis report.

9r

*U.S. General Accounting Office, Getting a Better Understanding of the

Metric System - Implications if Adopted by the United States. CED-78-128
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, October 20, 1978).

- - -- - - - - -- -
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EXHIBIT 18
LEVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURIN~G INDUSTRIES RPRSO EPCATVT
LIKELY TO HAVE METRIC ACTIV. CONTACTED IN oUR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NIS ANMC U1srB

FILES

X PAP"R AND ALLIED PRODUCro
"I Pulp mills
Nat Pulp mills

J P:per Millu e.p fte lp i 1 g1n Pap"~
311,11P Pget Sills. *Wrept balldlag paer

2131 Pasperboard will* 6 1 P p r o r i l

3114 MIM. C....vled Paper Products
11141 Paper contlil ad slating

111%00M idl 2643-Bags, exc. textile C
3943 Dlr~t paper aadbox 2-645-Die-cut paper/board C
MIS Pryasrd and mad .Pulp goods
S41 Samlsri, paper products

Cut tidP e roost 2649-Converted paper prod C
13 NFuperd C atlame amad 3.2..i
"At Foldngpmperbsd buy" - 2651-Folding pap. boxes C
321 S..p poareoboard boxes
IS* Corralluied and solid Ober boxr
IO 2 4 Sot..rp wod conleloero

Pina rcof.s. drW. A sli. podute, 2655-Fiber cans, drums ... C
23 Doldi~g Paper :ad ,.-A mills

I31 3ulidloc ps M r ndboardutmill.

X CEMIALAAD ALMDPRO.-21-Chemicals/Allied Prod. IIH
VCTS (see text)

N RUDISM A"( MISC. PtAWICS
PRODUCTS

:11 Ths ad aWer tbm- 3011-Tires & Inner tube, M
Me Rubber :ad Plastics Psobowa
N304.ee tabr d r4..tko foolear
WS ltR.lsevd Rabbet
N113 Recshord obtrr
I"4 Rubbr a"Plal.. Hour sad!h llf1a 3041-Rubber/plas. hose ... M
NO) Rbt and plstic bows &ad bIBeltia
114 Fsbocas1d Ruabber Products. on
1011% Tbricatrd 0u11e1 P110dUcts SW

k~l.U 44O2poulfi 3079-!Aisc. Plas. prods. M

KEY more -

OUR SEARCH: M =some metric activity; several companies produce hard
metric products; insubstantial investment

m = little metric activity; one or two companies produce hard
metric products; produce metric using customary units.

C = Products produced and measured in customary units; some
dual labelling but for all pruposes no metric production.

PBS: * - Included in the list of industries likely to be affected by
metric conversion contained in U.S. Metric Study report
The Panufacturing Industry (1971).

ANMC: Letters refer to High, Medium, or Low levels of sector planning
according to ANMC Sector Status Update (4/81).

1JSMB FILES: X a review of material in USMB files indicates some metric
activity. This activity ranges from hard metric products
to dual labelling or planninn future conversion. This
listing is more inclusive than our M, m, C categorization.
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EX4HIBIT 18 (Continued)

LEVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURIG INDUSTRIES RPRSO ERCATVT
LIKELY TO HAVE METRIC ACTIV. CONTACTED IN OUR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NBS ANMC 11SMB

FILES

81 STONE. CILAY. AN" GLASS PECO.

Mi Flat Gen

lisDCeadauaeNedaw 3221-Glass containers M*
3229 P ase and bloows944 g lift
=. Preducta *I Pordiased Glenn
3:31 Pndoeta at vamebagd glass

3241 cUm..Ibdm 3241-Cement, hydraulic C X
Us Stractavui Clay Prodiek
Sal Brick ad structural clay tri

1393 Cermic will dad Boer Il
335 Clay refractorue
3259 structural day poduta a"
35 Poll"?y and Rotal~ ted retal
Sal vitreoo plumbing 16tures
33 Tit g.~ eblea 1:od utensils
nu3 loe eauqhenaaf ftod %teia
3254 Pomlala electrical suplies

not Pactory peodocta vat

SIT Caeta.s Gnu..6 sod Plaiter Proub
3"1! Concee block ad boleS

Onee79m pvedft
"*Cat stem OAndowpod

32111 cat aloe. aid stoo, Products
390 Mie. Memmtalk Minuret Products

fIM Asbestos products

JIM 0O61thk acinklg aidmailasd 3293-Gaskets, packing ... m
Us% 14nernl.. round of treated
3an lIneoral Wool
I2W Noaea retrattore
333 Nooetaille MiamiIifta ON

55 PRIMARY SKIAL INDU91 1110 M

331 Blest forne"adllstood rIdI 3312-Blast furnaces/mills C *y

all5 owietrallnrelra! pffdeA 3313-Elect-metal, prods. m*
aill oteel141461aidofeltem pesodue 316-Cold finishing in
11111 SOd Pietuba- 3317*hiie pipes/tubes C*
SI Ia a sleleiadti31-el

3M! afr trne found""e
IM )talimble Inae tojelmd
1131 sledlawei3Ment egandrs32-telfudre e
OX Stee roiiddee4 meSte oudis e

W hinsry Noaeveee me"e
1121 Pimary Camt
3W Primeip land
3an PrTmary iav
M4 P"1mary alamag.
ON Primary aeitfeve.. aitalti,

8wetidy, quipteee Mtal 3341-Secondary Nonferr ... C
111Mist aroo. Rollng ad Dtomews

1136 on"i Fill~ain daa 35-Copper rolling/draw. in
UAliliiuses -No'%amiitd 3353-Alum. sheet/plate ... C

MS AlimiimonrigglA..d~aw%&Aegmmn si" 3354-Alum. extruded prod. C
M4Noneffeou dala a uini 3355-Alum. rolling/draw. C
asMON" roung1 ~gyg" £ 3356-Nonfer. rolling/draw. in

ml leueeteid~qu.....~3357-Nonfer. wire draw... C*
"etugstuuleAme 3361-Alum. foundries M*

o otbArise3362-Brass/bronze/copper M 4
=1P~mayno nef 36-one.foundries in

more -

dummies
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EXHIBIT 18 (Continurd)

L.EVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANtJFACIURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURIOIG 1:0SRE REPORTS OF METPICACTIVITY

LIKELY To HAVE METRIC ACTV. CONTACTED IN OUR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NBS JANMC t'

k FABRICATED METAL PRODUCT11

"it Metl M'a~IluCe~~ 3411-fletal cans M y
M 1I3 Metal b4 to a a na. Red---pane

142Mea aryl.daa.ad 1a341 2-Metal barrel s, drum. CUs1 Cotlary* Besad Tooas. ad Hasill-to

UZlnie nd ee a.ft-- 3423-Hand/edge tools nec C
3426 ifed .4 - and Raw btada- 3425-Hand saws/blades M

Pi." bl,, -Oft notl. Eac.,t w 3429-Hardware nec M
1431 metalt a.lt" Onr*
14i .11leh(eg £lIea and brew rood@

l..l11-ing .r.otp.eet vietr 3433-Heating equip .. .. M*
U44 Fabh,i,.fd Stsanlarel Metal Ptodects
1441 Tzrltet streictnrel fmetal 3441 -Fab. struc. metal m*
UU Nbite Plt okialr2W 3442-Metal doors, sash.... C*
14"4 Sheet inetAl work 3443-Fab. plate work M *'

34 P~fbl~~ ea ulig 3444-Sheet metal work M*
344t bilorvl14a eomta)work - 3449 -M4 isc. metal work m V

Us &Tw Machl.. P'rodsnts bal. aft.
W[5 Lie- inseclsodProdiuctAl 3451-Screw mach. prods. m*
142 O F.laertrige "tansara 3452-Bol ts, nuts....M
1.&S Metl9 orgisna sad5Atootv Stampings

)I ' n lsra3466-Crowns & closures *

I4 I Metal Sow-kes. see 346q-11etal stampings nec M
11f ?Patjog sod pollablog

341 htetole,,otnadlldmrvko 3470-Pletal coating/svcs. C
348 Ordsaise. &ad Accessories, se
3.4.4 1 11il arm$ ammanlilen
3452 A!2W.UollM. alt. for sMall arms. Ofe
1014 sm~all are
1489 ""dact sad ACO1141 a"
1:1 x9 M alork~betmct P,.deeb

I " 1ot3493-Steel springs,... m
andeio BIIW3494-Valves/nine fittings *

Wieabrit,' rt C~ .~,. ~ 3495-Wire springsC
217 metal (ell sad 4ltp o3496Misc fab wir prC14M rubtteviod Ppeoadtl~ 349-Msc fa.wr
sags 1'arteatM et tow0doem wO. Z 3498- Fab. pipe/fittings C*

3499-Fab. metal prods. m4

monre
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t EXHIBIT 18 (Continued)

LEVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURIN4G IN STIS, RPRSO~.CATVT
LIKELY TO HAVE METRIC.1 ACTIV. CONTACTED IN C1UR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NBS ANMC FILES

36 MACUIFdERY. EXCEP ELECTKICAL H

"I Eaglaa an d Tieb ass

x~ ta ahn" ldeupet 3523-Farm mach~. & equip. M *X
ISU [Aasdgre q~mst 3524-Lawn/garden equip. C

6W7n.mtof atiai 3531-Construction mach. C*
3111 M113108i mclber.7......-.... - 3532-Mining mach. m*
1554 1,Oil arid barv " - 3533-Oil field mach. C*X
115 con,eyore Ind co-yn eqimn 3535-Conveyors & equip. j *X
536 fjloItyriu etaotd monorails
3537 industrial trucks and trtctor@

34meal.orkIag Machinery 541-Mach. tools,cutting M
X""'artos.mtl~ tp- 3542-Mach . tools, forming m*Y

1$44 S5rwqil dil Isol. 11Kw & fixturyes 354Se. de, tos. M X
3S45 Machine lool scetolit3 4 - p i s o l .

IS46 Po.r driren hand too'--- 3545-Mach . tool acces. m
334 Rolin wll ac3546p--Power driven hand t. M

S Spot.lfaltb7 Machinv 3547-Rolling mill mach. M
552 o prdult ciner 3549-Metal working mach. m*
MWs Wo-rigmcie, 3551 -Food products mach . C*X

XU Pieer Indntre mactin.I
U "tin Ptllrds macbin.s! __ 3553-Woodwork mach. C *x

1159 SpcalInduasr mehtin~e7. 3554-Paper ind. mach. C *X
514 Gamw IndstW Mhineruy35 -Pitn d mahC*Y
1541 Pampa and pnupine eqipment 35-rnigid ah
3542 99ll and roller bearin 3559-Spec. ind. mach. N It y
15U5 A& and Cutcoarps 36-umsad qi. ~
1564 Mlersu ad hrxtuu....s n e ui .

M" pee chtrang~er. d; 13562-Ball & roller ... M *x

1544 ledra furnacesandg8ef 3563-Air & Gas compressor! M *X

3541 ladetraamui"100 "qudanh\ 3564-Blowers & Fans C *X

M59 <aw -ra I Induatrial Machinery,

31751 k ~ad Cmpstimg Macina 565-Ind. patterns M*
153"c~i "~tl qlmu 3566-Speed changers ... M *x

1574 ceiculsialand amrcn ocin h~~lm 3567-Ind. furnaces/ovens m*X

115710 &t achbins c~am e 3568-Power transmissions C
as larlgqrsld "Service r 3569-Gen. ind. mach. N
M3l &Utoeenra adaequipment 3516-Scales & balances M *X

n154 R~tion isad.."tlnt.. 1 fpsoat_ 35 7 9 -Of f ice ma ch in es C It
35" SeaS.* Wasdte meeh mp 3585-Refrig. & heating C *X

Oust MmMachiy. slrr,,ee ------ 3589..5erv. id. mach. m

159 Cr~reipltda~~n~*al.. 3592-Carburetors, pistons C*
Mahnr.frl ldia.a" 3599-Mach. exc. elect. M*

more-4

77
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EXHIBIT 18 (Continued)

LEVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURIN~G INOUSTRIES, RPRSO ERCATVT
LIKELY TO HAVE METRIC ACTIV. CONTACTED IN OUR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NBS ANMC IJSMB3

FILES

N BLRCTRIC AND RLECTRONIC LIM

at ~Esstric Distributinsg rqalwiesn
3612 Trur oere
3613 &wit~brx.- and sar'tebboani appaira
163 Zioclrsre Inedustril Appasratus
311 no~naart 3622-Industrial controls m*
1622 Industrilicnrl
311211 Welding apparatow, electrie
3626 C-rtoe and irrPblte vpducts
34 flecraI Indnu rial arparatus, na
363 H..-?hnd Appliances

3431 c nkleg equipeet 3631-Household cooking C*X
3432 flou~o mretorand freevers
313 Planehold laundry equipment
W44 P.1.rcirlr tuoi.riwq Ind ts

3W3 lebold & " im, cleaners
" 361 e'.itg macinel

3639 8onuchId appiaenclis. see
3*4 E34leie, Uglitlfs and Wiring Equlpeen

c36-il carrying umpa dorio

U4 .2r ".t _m try Infl.1sring 3644-Noncur. carrying ... m*
343 RLAui-tnl ulting fitures

364 -erristI ilgiting fliture.

3~J x~~her.3 puxof.nee

36' P-1x and TV Ret.Mica Equipment

F111n-itmp records

3f I d~ip~poils 3661 -Tel. & Tel. apparat. C
"'2 ~in :.'d TV cnenvsnlcvttnu eqeetpawad 3662-Radio & TV comm. C *x

36, u~etrofli. Campnneft"ansd Aftesawkis
M67 EIrc, ltbea. reml-Iing typ
U2 *7..e may leialon pictaira to"e

U7 eiirdcoe n ite eie 3674-Semiconductors . .. C*
M I S F~icq'_lc copritore

367 l: .01 Ml ar~ nd atormre -- 3677-Elec. coils & trans. m
36 18 FAectroole connectors 368Eetronic connect. m
3.1 %itiau Etlcal Eispmest & upis 3679- itcomponents m*
3491 Atv" re biatterieS

Utz2 Prm~ary bittirrlesdryand wvt 39--a paau
363T m~y -X-rrytapparatu

349 tnlectrical e.3ntpet 3699-Elec. equip/supply C
Sit" E)irimlca r.2itentf A "0114% f

27 TRANS2PORTATION EQtUIPMNT L
271 Wutw Veicli. aned Equipentes
r. I1 Slour ,hcle irt. arb"j 31-Truck & Bus bodies C *x
P3 !ruck nd buotf------,31
373 1, MOC rhicle Pitrtandaccessories 3714-Motor Veh. parts ... m*
I Tis Truck trilere
371 Aircraft and Parts
3722 Aircraft

37111 AI "re itenin.en p~e 3728-Aircraft equip. C *x

373 SIV sad Rest Building aad Rletring

3732 Ashui elding sad repairing
3742 Rairoad quipmganeprng

Ila Rallrnd ~q~n~t3743-Railroad eqi.C

mtereypies. fliqdes. "a Pub
- I i~trr'.~ ticies eed Perts

4 Gwd-44 Misiles. Spoe. Vehicle. Paris
llidde ~isift sand aar Vibiif

.16 spaceprn'te" taseqttssdpafl 3769-Space veh. equip. C
M7 Mtwlaellase"@ ?*SaemsWtm 3I41

119 T:*'tieller sosd com ------ 3792-Travel trailers... C
11111 Took, sAd tak " -sese
97"5 T-e.- -te vallpsect aft

more e
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EXHIBIT 18 (Continued)

LEVEL OF METRIC ACTIVITY IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES: RESULTS FROM SEARCHES

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES RPRSO E~CATVT

LIKELY TO HAVE METRIC ACTIV. CONTACTED IN OUR SEARCH OUR SEARCH NBS ANMC USMB
FILES

0 INSTRUMENTS AND RELATEDH
PRODUCTS

341 Engineering A satle tostroels'- 3811 -Eng. & Sci. rnst. C*
34I %osorlag ad Castresitag Devices

un Prf=Cnrtlr1~t@ 3823-Process Control Inst m x
3924 rajCoe ; alosedrco 3824-Fluid meters ... x

an Ida j0 otoligd-c* n 3825-Inst./nieasure elec. X
385 Opti I laatruma mad l~are 3829-Measuring & Control . C L X

3543 Sagical appliances and supplies
3543 IAotal equipment and spplies - 83-en Equip/Supply m*
US4 Ophthalic Coos
3431 ophthalmic goods
384 PIN.tographle Eqalpumeut and Sappliss

Mill Photographic equipment and supplies
My1 Watchs. Clocks and Watahcasan

3M MISCELLAN~EOUS MANUFACTURIN4G
112DSRIES

"1 ]::*lrp. Sit,.aa. sad Plated Was.
3811 J wlr, precious meit
3414 Sllrerr-or, sod plated ware
3915 Je-tierl' materials A lapidary work
343 Musical Instrumuents
3931 Musical Instruments
344 Tos, and Sportlag Goods
3942 Dolls
3"44 00-m. tli, aod ebildryo~. veblei..
3949 Spo"nog and athletic good. age

33 Pose. Pencis Offce and Art Soppino
3951 Peo: aod mechanical peortla,

3461 Vrig deice o rs 3953-Marking Devices M
M13 Carbon paper sod Inked Abboos

3"6 Contemn. Jewelry sad Not...
M44 Cost0a .sJewelry
3463 Artllat Bowen
3443 Buttons
3944 Needles. ples, sod fatuees
3M Miscellanea*& Nestuactstrm
3441 Broomeansd brushes
3493 Altr sod adierttstog, dislass
399 Burial coskots

349 Uasd emtiag laoot I4 aosulo 3999-Mfg. I ndus. nec M




